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has some margin soil, otherwise fine, signed and dated 1898.  The book features 
little children dressed as real American heroes and heroines.  Depicted is little 
boy dressed as an injured soldier, holding a cane and saluting.  Two lovely girls are 
looking at him with admiration.  Humphrey was one of the first great American 
women illustrators paving the way for Jessie Willcox Smith, Grace Drayton and 
the many other women illustrators of the early 20th century.  Humphrey is also 
known for being HUMPHREY BOGART’S MOTHER (and in fact she used her son 
as a model for many of her pictures).  (SEE ALSO FRONT COVER) $4750.00

HURD, CLEMENT - 546

HYMAN’S FIRST BOOK INSCRIBED
308. (HYMAN,TRINA SCHART)illus. TOFFE OCH DEN LILLA BILEN by 
Hertha von Gebhardt,  Stockholm: Raben & Sjogren (1961).  8vo (5 x 7 1/2”), 
cloth backed pictorial boards, [159]p., light rubbing else VG+.  1st edition with 
these illustrations (originally published in German in 1958 without Hyman’s 
art), and FIRST EDITION OF HYMAN’S FIRST BOOK. After studying art in 
Philadelphia and Boston, Hyman attended the Konstfackskolan in Sweden from 
1960-1961.  Upon her graduation, this title was published.  Illustrated with color 

cover and with charming pen and ink drawings 
in-text.  THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED BY 
HYMAN on the title page.  This is a special 
copy of an important Hyman book. $400.00

SCARCE BOXED VOLLAND
309. INDIA.		THE WHITE ELEPHANT by Georgene Faulkner.  Joliet: Volland 
(1929).  8vo, cloth backed pictorial boards, FINE IN PUBLISHER’S BOX.  1st 
ed.   Folk tales from India are beautifully illustrated in rich colors by Frederick 
Richardson.  A beautiful copy, very scarce.   (SEE ILLUS BOTTOM PRIOR 
COLUMN) $400.00

AMERICAN INDIAN FAIRY TALES / VOLLAND
310. INDIANS.  AMERICAN INDIAN FAIRY TALES retold by W.T. Larned.  
Chicago: Volland (1921 no add. printings).  8vo, pictorial boards NEAR FINE IN 
PICTORIAL BOX (box lightly soiled).  1st ed. of this VOLLAND FAIRY CHILDREN 
BOOK, with 9 Indian fairy tales.  Illustrated by JOHN RAE with beautiful full page and 
in text color illustrations.  This is a nice copy of a scarce Volland title. $350.00

RARE MID 19TH CENTURY NATIVE AMERICAN FAIRY TALES
311. INDIANS.		INDIAN FAIRY BOOK from the original legends  [by Cornelius 
Mathews].  NY: Mason Brothers 1856 (1855).  8vo, blue gilt cloth with extensive 
gilt decorations, all edges gilt, 338p. + ads, some foxing, VG-Fine, tight and 
VG.  26 stories and legends derived from Henry Schoolcraft’s collection.  The 
stories are not related in contemporary style but told as they had been told for 
hundreds of years around campfires by Indian story tellers.  Illustrated with 4 
fine engravings by John McLenan engraved by Anthony.  A rare title. $450.00

INDIANS SEE ALSO 22, 272, 412

ARTHUR KELLER / AS NEW COPY IN BOX
312. IRVING,WASHINGTON.  THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY HOLLOW.  Indianapolis: 
Bobbs Merrill (Oct. 1906).  8vo (6 1/2 x 8 3/4”), cloth with elaborate gilt pictorial 
paste-on, (92)p., AS NEW IN ORIGINAL PUBLISHER’S BOX and glassine wrap! 
(box scuffed and shows some wear).  1st edition with these illustrations. Printed on 
heavy coated paper and illustrated by ARTHUR I.KELLER with beautiful full page 
color plates plus smaller illustrations on each page of text and pictorial endpapers.  
This is a beautiful copy.  Washington Irving see also 393, 477. $325.00

JACKSON,A.E. - 322

313. JAPANESE INTEREST.	 	 JAPANESE CHILD LIFE by Alice Calhoun 
Haines. NY: Stokes (1905),  Folio, cloth backed pictorial boards, bottom 
corners worn else near Fine.  Various activities of a Japanese child’s day are 
described.  Each page of text is surrounded by a pictorial border and featuring 
8 very beautiful and delicate, large color plates by ALICE MAR.  $400.00

#307

#309
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BEZALEL SCHOOL ILLUSTRATOR ZE’EV RABAN
314. JEWISH INTEREST.	 	CHAD GADYA [ONE LITTLE GOAT].  Jerusalem: 
B’nai Bezalel 1926.  12mo (4 7/8 x 6 5/8”), pictorial wraps, Fine.  Chad Gadya is a 
traditional song of Aramaic origin sung at the end of the Jewish Passover seder 
service.  It is a repetitive rhyme that adds a new verse each time it is sung, in the 
manner of The House That Jack Built. In fact some scholars believe that it is the 
origin of that famous children’s poem. This version is illustrated by Ze’ev Raban 
with 10 striking large hand 
colored illustrations, one 
for each verse of the song 
(plus cover which repeats 
the first illustration).  Raban 
was a major Jewish artist 
born in Poland.  He studied 
in Munich and Brussels 
and was heavily influenced 
by the jugendstil (art 
nouveau) movement of that 
era.  He moved to Israel 
in 1912 and joined Boris 
Schatz’s Bezalel School.  
This is a fine copy of a rare 
book.  (SEE ALSO REAR 
COVER) $2000.00

LOVELY HEBREW 
SILHOUETTE PICTURE BOOK
315. JEWISH INTEREST.		
[DUDAIM] [by] Miriam Wilanski-
Stekelis.  Tel Aviv: Penina 1947.  
Oblong 4to, cloth backed stiff 
pictorial wraps, near Fine.  
Printed on rectos only, each leaf 
has a large, fine and especially 
wonderful silhouette by noted 
artist MEIR GUR-ARIE, 
each showing little children 
at play.  $375.00

48 WATERCOLORS FOR 
LITTLE COLONEL PAPER DOLL BOOK 

316.JOHNSTON,ANNIE FELLOWS AND MARY G. JOHNSTON.		THE LITTLE 
COLONEL DOLL BOOK by Annie Fellows Johnston.  Offered here is the complete 
set of 48 water colored mock-ups of all 10 of the paper dolls and their costumes 
featured in the Little Colonel Doll Book published by Page in 1910 (15 watercolors 
of costumes not used but labeled are also included).  When the publisher saw the 
popularity of the Little Colonel Series, they commissioned a book of paper dolls 
and clothing which were executed by the author’s step-daughter Mary Johnston.  
Each doll and its corresponding outfits (including hats) is mounted on heavy paper 
and labeled in Johnston’s hand.   The colors are vibrant and there is much detail.  
Also included is a fine uncut copy of the book.  The provenance of this wonderful 
item  comes directly from family descendants.  A very special item. $5800.00

CIZEK PREFACE - HERTA ZUCKERMANN - CHILD ARTIST
317. JUGENDSTIL.	 	WHAT MOTHER TOLD LITTLE KITTY: seven original 
stories from C. de Leeuw-
Schonberg.  Pub. by Metz 
Magazyn Co. in Amsterdam 
(1923).  Square 4to, 
pictorial wraps, some cover 
soil and faint discoloration, 
VG.  Illus. by HERTA 
ZUNCKERMANN with 12 
large color illustrations, 
2 b&w’s and pictorial 
initials.  There is one story 
for each day of the week 
told to mollify a little girl 
named Kitty.  A one page 
preface by Cizek describes 
Zuckermann’s talents and 
remarks about the fact that 
she is a child artist.  Very 
scarce. $400.00

KAULBACH, WILHELM VON - 488

BOXED VOLLAND
318. KAY,GERTRUDE ALICE.  HELPING THE WEATHERMAN. Chic: Volland 
(1920 no additional printings).  8vo, pictorial boards, fine in original box (box 
very lightly soiled).  First edition of this VOLLAND HAPPY CHILDREN BOOK.  
Written and beautifully illustrated by Kay with many full page and in text color 
illustrations.  Nice copy. Kay see also 156, 570. $350.00

KELLER, ARTHUR I.- 312    KEMBLE, E.W. – 287 KENDREW PUB. – 306

KHAYYAM, OMAR – 499, 500

HOLY GRAIL
319. (KING,JESSIE)illus.  THE HIGH HISTORY OF THE HOLY GRAIL transl. 
from the French by Sebastian Evans.  Lond: Dent 1903.  4to, blue cloth stamped in 
black and gold, top edge gilt.  Endpapers foxed and small inoffensive red mark on 
cover else VG+.  1st ed.  Illustrated by King with frontispiece, pictorial title page 
plus 22 beautiful plates.  A truly beautiful book and very scarce.  $2000.00

320. (KING,JESSIE)illus.  A 
HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES	
by Oscar Wilde. London: 
Methuen (1915).  4to, (8 x 
10”), red cloth, pictorial cover, 
top edge gilt, slight scattered 
foxing on a few pages else near 
fine.  First edition with King’s 
illustrations including pictorial 
endpapers, color pictorial title 
page, 16 tipped-in color plates, 
plus beautiful black and white 
decorative initials.  A particularly 
bright copy of a very beautiful 
book.   $1650.00
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GREEK MYTHS WITH CHARLES KINGSLEY LETTER
321. KINGSLEY,CHARLES.  
THE HEROES OR GREEK 
FAIRY TALES FOR MY 
CHILDREN by Charles 
Kingsley.  Lond. Nister ca 
1905.  8vo, blue gilt and 
pictorial cloth, all edges 
gilt, 296p., Fine in original 
dust wrapper (dw worn).  
The tales of Perseus, the 
Argonauts and Theseus 
are illustrated by T.H. 
ROBINSON with 6 color 
plates and with many half-
tones.  THIS COPY HAS A 
1 PAGE HAND-WRITTEN 
NOTE IN KINGSLEY’S 
HAND laid-in.  A beautiful 
copy, rare in the wrapper.
 $450.00

322. KINGSLEY,CHARLES.  WATER 
BABIES.  Lond: Humphrey Milford/OUP 
no date [1920].  4to, blue gilt pictorial 
cloth, 252p., occasional foxing else near 
FINE IN PICTORIAL SLIPCASE (case 
rubbed and repaired). Illustrated by 
A.E. JACKSON with pictorial endpapers, 
16 mounted color plates, plus black and 
whites in- text.  An exceptionally well 
executed edition of this classic children’s 
tale. Kingsley’s Water Babies see also 
273.  $450.00

KIPLING, RUDYARD – 194, 196, 495

KIRK, MARIA – 128, 369, 373-3

KONASHEVICH, VLADIMIR – 501, 502

KRAUSS, RUTH – 510 

GREAT CAT ART FOR LLOYD ALEXANDER’S TOWN CATS
323. KUBINYI,LASZLO.		ORIGINAL ART FOR TOWN CATS and other tales	
by Lloyd Alexander, published by Dutton in 1977.  This is a fabulous watercolor 
drawing of a fancy dressed cat that appears on the rare panel of the dust 
wrapper.  The image measures 7 x 8 1/2” done on art board, signed by Kubinyi,  
Also included is a copy of the actual dust wrapper and the printer’s mock-up.  
This is a great image for cat lovers. $450.00

324. LANG,ANDREW.	 	 BLUE POETRY 

BOOK.  Lond: Longmans 1891.  8vo, 

blue gilt pictorial cloth, all edges gilt, 

FINE.  1st ed.  Illus. by H.J. FORD AND 

LANCELOT SPEED with many detailed 

b&w’s.  Beautiful copy.  Lang see also 

438. $300.00

BEAUTIFUL LATHROP DRAWING
325. LATHROP,DOROTHY.  ORIGINAL ART: GOLD FISH.  This is AN 
ORIGINAL PENCIL DRAWING BY DOROTHY P. LATHROP done in 1944 used 
for her award-winning wood-engraving issued by THE PRINT CLUB OF ALBANY 
in a limited edition of 150 copies. The drawing measures 6 1/8” x 7 1/8” on 
paper measuring 8” x 8 3/4” in fine condition.  It is signed by Lathrop on the 
lower right and captioned “Goldfish” on the lower left.  Lathrop was an ardent 
advocate for pets and she owned many, most of which she used as models for 
her various books.  The subject of this drawing was Lathrop’s own pet goldfish 
that she originally acquired in order to study “fins, tails, and scales” while at work 
illustrating “The Little Mermaid”.  The work is drawn in Lathrop’s detailed “soft 
pencil technique”. This is a great representation of her work - and an example of 
how color is not needed to make a beautiful illustration. $1850.00

PEKINGESE ORIGINAL ART PLUS WOOD ENGRAVING
326. LATHROP,DOROTHY.  ORIGINAL ART: KOU HSIUNG (PEKINGESE). 	
Offered here is a fabulous original drawing by Lathrop of an adorable Pekingese 
dog named Kou Hsiung plus a woodcut print of the dog.  Neither is signed but 
are guaranteed authentic.  There are some small soil areas on the edges of the 
original otherwise both pieces are in nice condition.  The original art measures 
6 1/2” x 8 3/4” done on artist board measuring 11 1/2” high x 13 1/2”.  Kou 
Hsiung was the model Lathrop used for her wood engraving for THE WOODCUT 
SOCIETY in 1944. Lathrop’s soft pencil technique has created an incredibly 
detailed realistic portrait of the dog.  Sold with this is a WOOD-ENGRAVING 
PRINT OF “KOU HSIUNG”. The print measures 6” x 7” on paper measuring 
approximately 8 1/2” x 9 1/2”.  Lathrop added an extensive background of foliage 
with a small cricket in the foreground.  This woodcut was issued in a LIMITED 
EDITION of 200 COPIES exclusively for members of THE WOODCUT 
SOCIETY, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA, this was most likely a proof copy not 
intended for sale and thus not signed.  Both items are offered together and are 
really charming.  (SEE ALSO INSIDE FRONT COVER) $1675.00

(SEE ADDTL ILLUS TOP NEXT PAGE)
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PEKINGESE WOOD 
ENGRAVING

327. LATHROP,DOROTHY.  
WOODCUT: PEKINGESE 
PUPPY.  Offered here 
is a charming woodcut 
print of a Pekingese dog.  
The images measures 5 
x 4”, matted to 9 1/2 x 
9” in fine condition.  It is 
signed by Lathrop on the 
lower right and captioned 
“Pekingese Puppy” on the 
lower left.  The puppy is 
set against a background 
of foliage.  Really a great 
image. $500.00

LATHROP’S FIRST BOOK
328. LATHROP,DOROTHY)illus.  
JAPANESE PRINTS by John Gould 
Fletcher. Boston: Four Seas 1918 (1918).  
Slim 8vo (5 3/8 x 8”), green gilt cloth, top 
edge gilt, 94p., Fine in dust wrapper (dw 
small piece off spine ends and light soil but 
still VG).  1st ed. LIMITED TO 1000 COPIES 
(975 on old style paper, 25 on vellum), this is 
LATHROP’S FIRST ILLUSTRATED BOOK!  
Illustrated with pictorial endpapers, color 
frontis, 3 black and white plates plus nearly 
10 beautiful text illustrations.  Very Scarce, 
rarely found in the color wrapper.  $450.00

LATIN – 224, 420

329. (LAWSON, 
ROBERT)illus.	 	 I HEAR 
AMERICA SINGING by 
Ruth Barnes.  Phil: Jr. Lit 
and Winston 1937 (1937).  
Thick 8vo, cloth, 346p., Fine 
in dw.  1st ed.  An anthology 
of American folk poetry with 
index, illustrated in 2 colors 
by Lawson and with pictorial 
ep’s as well.  A scarce Lawson 
title.  $250.00

330. (LE MAIR,H. WILLEBEEK)illus.  AUNTIE’S LITTLE RHYME BOOK: No. 
3 of Old Nursery Rhymes. Phil. & Lond. : McKay & Augener nd circa 1920.  Oblong 
12mo, pictorial boards, VERY FINE IN DUST WRAPPER (dw shows some wear).  
Illustrated by Le Mair with 10 lovely full page color illustrations plus pictorial 
cover.  Delicate and nice.   (SEE ILLUS TOP NEXT COLUMN) $325.00

331. (LE MAIR,H. WILLEBEEK)illus.  MOTHER’S LITTLE RHYME BOOK: 
No. 2 of Old Nursery Rhymes.  Phil. & Lond: McKay & Augener nd circa 1920.  
Oblong 12mo, pictorial boards, VERY FINE IN DUST WRAPPER (dw lightly worn). 
Illustrated by Le Mair with 10 lovely full page color illustrations plus pictorial 
cover. Delicate and nice and one of the scarcer titles.  $325.00

332. (LE MAIR,H. WILLEBEEK)illus.  
NURSIE’S LITTLE RHYME BOOK. 	
Lond & Phil: Augener & McKay no 
date, ca 1915.  Oblong 12mo,pictorial 
boards, VERY FINE IN PICTORIAL 
WRAPPER! (dw shows some wear).  
No. 4 in Le Mair’s nursery rhyme 
series, this has 10 delicate full 
page color illustrations (printed on 
coated paper) with nursery rhymes 
opposite.   $325.00

LE MAIR, H. WILLBEEK SEE ALSO 361

AMERICAN LEAR IMITATION 
TO RAISE FUNDS FOR CIVIL WAR

333. [LEAR,EDWARD].		THE NEW BOOK OF NONSENSE: A CONTRIBUTION 
TO THE GREAT CENTRAL FAIR in aid of the Sanitary Commission.  Philadelphia: 
Ashmead & Evans 1864.  Oblong 8vo (9 1/2 x 6”), pink cloth stamped in gold and 
blind, 53p., soil on two leaves and cover faded else clean and near Fine.  Printed on 
one side of the page, each leaf has a clever, humorous limerick illustrated in line, 
directly imitating Lear’s Book of Nonsense in content and physical format and size.  
The content of the limericks is purely American with many verses referring to 
various states of the nation, several with Black stereotypes.  “There was a young 
lady of Florida / No creature could ever be horrider,/ For she liked alligators / 
and very Black waiters / degraded young female of Florida.” It was most likely 
sold at the fair to raise money for the Sanitary Commission.  At the outbreak of 
the Civil War a group of notables recognized that the wounds of soldiers in battle 
needed to be taken care of in an organized manner.  The result was the formation 
of the U.S. Sanitary Commission, officially recognized by the Secretary of War 
in June 1861.  In order to raise money, The Great Central Fair of Philadelphia was 
conceived of and produced by the sanitary commissions of New Jersey, Delaware 
and Pennsylvania.  The fairgrounds covered Philadelphia’s Logan Square including 
a main building a block long surrounded by smaller one-story buildings, all inter-
connected.  The fair opened on June 7, 1864, with numerous dignitaries attending.  
President Lincoln and his wife were amongst the thousands of visitors at the fair 
during its 3 week existence.  By the time it closed on June 28th, it had netted 
$1 046,000, which was used to help wounded soldiers in the field as well as to 
maintain the health, comfort and efficiency of the healthy soldiers in the field.  
This is a fascinating and early purely American book of limericks. $1500.00

#326
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EARLY EDITION OF LEAR’S NONSENSE
334. LEAR,EDWARD.	 	 A BOOK OF NONSENSE.  Lond.: Routledge, Warne, 
and Routledge (preface 
dated 1863).  Oblong small 
4to, older leather backed 
marbled boards, [112]p., 
VG+.  Tenth Edition with 
new pictures and verses.  
THIS IS THE EDITION 
USED FOR THE FIRST 
AMERICAN PRINTING.  This 
is printed by the Dalziels 
with wood engraved text 
printed on rectos only.  Very 
scarce. $975.00

FINE LEAR FIRST EDITION
335. LEAR,EDWARD.	 	 LAUGHABLE 
LYRICS: A FRESH BOOK OF NONSENSE 
POEMS, SONGS, BOTANY, MUSIC &c. 	
Lond.: R.J. Bush 1877.  4to, green cloth 
pictorially stamped in black and gold, hinges 
discreetly strengthened else near FINE!  
First edition.  Containing 10 new nonsense 
songs (the Dong With The Luminous Nose, 
Pelican Chorus and others), new nonsense 
botany and TWO new ALPHABETS (5 
and 6) - illustrated in b&w by Lear.  A 
beautiful copy of his last nonsense 
book. $700.00

ARNE UNGERMANN ILLUSTRATIONS
336. LEAR,EDWARD.		HISTORIEN OM FIRE BORN EN MISSEKAT OG EN 
KVANKI-VANKI [THE 
STORY OF 4 CHILDREN, 
A CAT AND A KVANKI-
VANKI].  Copenhagen: 
Glydendal 1950.  Large 4to 
(10 x 12”), cloth backed 
pictorial boards, light soil 
to spine and rear board 
else VG+.  1st edition.  
The fantasy voyage of 
four children and their 
encounter with an unusual 
beast called a Kvanki-Vanki.  
Illustrated by noted Danish 
artist ARNE UNGERMANN 
with richly colored and 
imaginative full page color 
lithos. $225.00

RARE LEBEDEV TITLE
337. (LEBEDEV,V.)illus.	 	 PETRUSHKA INOSTRANECC [PETRUSHKA THE 
FOREIGNER] by C. Marshak.  Leningrad: Ogiz 1935 5th ed.  4to, pictorial wraps, 
corners chipped else VG.  Charming color lithos opposite each page of text and 
b&w’s on text pages.  An uncommon Lebedev title. $500.00

L’ENGLE’S FIRST BOOK
338. L’ENGLE,MADELEINE.		SMALL RAIN.  NY: Vanguard (1945).  8vo, cloth, 
371p., VG in dust wrapper with a closed tear.  1st ed. of L’Engle’s first book (she 
did have a play published in an anthology the previous year).  A young adult / adult 
novel.  Scarce. $325.00

INSCRIBED BY L’ENGLE

339. L’ENGLE,MADELEINE.	 	 THE 

ARM OF THE STARFISH.  NY: 

Farrar Straus Giroux (1965).  8vo, 

(6 x 8 1/4”), 1/4 cloth, Fine in dust 

wrapper with price intact (slight soil 

on rear panel else near Fine).  Pictorial 

wrapper art is by Ellen Raskin. Stated 

1st edition, first printing.  This is a 

suspense novel with moral dilemmas 

that takes place “in the near future”.  

THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED 

BY L’ENGLE INCLUDING A 

QUOTE FROM A ROBERT FROST 

POEM SHE USED IN THE 

BOOK.   $150.00

LARGE COLOR ART BY LENSKI
340. LENSKI,LOIS.  BOOK OF ENCHANTMENT TALES: ORIGINAL ART.  
Offered here is a finished watercolor by Lenski used as the color proof for the dust 
wrapper of A Book of Enchantment Tales published in 1928.  The piece measures 
12 1/2 wide x 14” high.  Pencil notations in the margins, a few marks in the border 
otherwise very good condition.  The image is wonderful including fairy tale images 
of a castle, king, ancient sailboat, coats of arms, and more, all on a black background.  
On the left side of the image is the title, publisher and a witch.  Color work of 
this size by Lenski is quite uncommon and this is a nice early piece. $3500.00
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STRIKING BLOCK PRINTS BY LENSKI
341.LENSKI,LOIS.	 	 LINOLEUM BLOCK PRINTS: The 
following 5 items are wonderful signed limited edition 
linoleum block prints done by Lenski in the 1920’s.  
They represent early work by her and demonstrate 
her artistic talent as well as her illustrative talent.

341a. HANSEL AND GRETEL.  This is 1926.  It is a charming 
color print of Hansel and Gretel with flowers in the background.  
The image measures 4” square.   $275.00

341b. TOWARD THE SEA.  This print was exhibited 
at the Print Club of Philadelphia and also awarded one of 
Fifty Prints of the Year 1927 by the American Institute of 
Graphic Arts.  The image measures 6” square with a thick 
black border. It is a detailed black and white scene of a road 
leading to the ocean with houses and sailboats in the water. 
Titled by Lenski Toward the Sea “Fifty Prints of the Year 
1927” and signed by her. The printed label on the back is 
from the Second Annual Exhibition of American Block Prints 
from the Print Club of Philadelphia February 3 - February 29 
1928. $350.00

341c.  ROOF TOPS.  This was exhibited at the Print Club of 
Philadelphia’s Second Annual Exhibition of American Block Prints 
February 3 - February 29 1928 with their label on the back.
The image measures 6” square and is a black and white 
scene of roof tops.  Titled in pencil by Lenski Roof 
Tops. $300.00

341d.  WOODEN FENCES.  This signed by Lenski is a 
black and white scene of a little boy walking down a country 
lane.  Titled in pencil by Lenski Wooden Fences.  The image 
measures oblong 7” wide x 5” high. Noted on the verso in 
Lenski’s hand is that there were a limited number of prints 
issued. $250.00

341e. LITTLE GOOSE GIRL.  This is dated 1926.  It is a charming 
black and white of the Little Goose Girl.  The image measures 4” 
square. $250.00

LENSKI ART OF BLACK INTEREST “MAMA HATTIE’S GIRL”
342. LENSKI,LOIS.		MAMA HATTIE’S GIRL: ORIGINAL ART.  
The following 4 pieces are the original drawings by Lenski 
for her book “Mama Hattie’s Girl” published by Lippincott 
in 1953.  Lenski wrote the book as well as illustrating and 
it portrays and describes the difficult life of poor Black 
people  They are extremely detailed and quite charming.

342a. 	ENDPAPERS DOUBLE PAGE. This is 
a huge pencil drawing by Lenski used as the 
double-page endpaper spread. It measures 20” 
wide x 13 1/2” high in fine condition.  The image 
is a view of Hibiscus Street - a wonderful large 
image from one of Lenski’s most collected 
books. $2500.00

342b.		INSIDE GRANDMA’S HOUSE.  This 
offering consists of two illustrations matted 
to form a double-page pencil drawing by 
Lenski appearing as a double-page spread on 
p.56-7.  Two separate pieces of art separated 
by a margin (to accommodate the margins in 
the printed book) make one continuous picture 
with a matte.  Each piece is 8” wide x 6” high.  
The image is an interior scene of Grandma’s 
house. $1650.00

#341e

#341a #341b

#341d
#341c

#342a

#342b
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342c. FRONT PORCH. This offering is in 

the same format as 342b – two illustrations 

form the double-page  spread on p.144-145.   

Each piece is 8” wide x 6” high.  The image is 

a large front porch of a house with windows 

showing the interior of the house.  Seated 

on the porch are Grandma, Grandpa, a woman 

and a young child with a doll.  Lula Bell is 

walking out of the door carrying a suitcase

. $1650.00

342d.	 	TITLE PAGE AND DUST WRAPPER. This offering is for two pencil 

drawings by Lenski appearing as the dust wrapper illustration and the title page.  

The dust wrapper illustration measures 11” wide x 12” high including lettering 

by Lenski.  There is a large drawing of the little girl Lula Bell and her Grandma.  

The title page measures 7 1/2 x 9 1/2” with lettering by Lenski.  There are 2 

small tape marks otherwise very good condition.  The image in the center shows 

a house with front porch and trees. $1000.00

1ST EDITION OF THE THIRD “PIPPI” BOOK
343. LINDGREN,ASTRID.		PIPPI IN THE SOUTH SEAS translated by Gerry 
Bothmer.  NY: Viking (1959).  8vo (5 1/2 X 8 1/8”), cloth, 126p., fine in slightly worn dust 
wrapper.  1st edition of the third Pippi book.  Pippi takes her 2 friends to live in Villa 
Villekulla on Kurrekurredutt Island in the South Seas. Illustrated with color dust 
wrapper and with full and partial page pen and inks by Louis Glanzman. $200.00

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD – 247, 376, 397

344. LOFTING,HUGH.  DOCTOR 
DOLITTLE’S CIRCUS.  NY: Stokes 
(1924). 8vo, yellow pictorial cloth, pictorial 
paste-on, some cover soil and rubbing, 
VG.  1st ed.  Illustrated by Lofting with 
cover plate, pictorial ep’s, tissue guarded 
frontis, plus many full page b&w’s.  A scarce 
title.  $300.00

FINE COPY IN DUST WRAPPER
345. LOFTING,HUGH.  DOCTOR 
DOLITTLE’S RETURN.  NY: Stokes 1933 
(1933). 8vo, orange cloth, pictorial paste-on, 
273p., Fine in slightly worn and chipped dw.  
1st ed.  Illustrated by Lofting with color 
frontis plus numerous full page black and 
whites.  A nice clean copy not often found in 
dust wrapper).  $500.00

“THERE WAS A LITTLE GIRL, WHO HAD A LITTLE CURL”
346. LONGFELLOW,HENRY WADSWORTH.	 	THERE WAS A LITTLE GIRL	
by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.  NY: R. Worthington 1883.  Oblong 8vo (8 3/4 
x 5 1/4”), pictorial chromolithographed wraps bound with a ribbon tie and with 
a silk fringe on the edge of the covers.  Lacks part of the fringe else fine.  
The text of this famous nursery rhyme is printed in calligraphy decorated in 
color and gold.  Facing each page of text is a full page silhouette illustration 
(9 in all) by Bertha M. Schaeffer.  Authorship of this poem is attributed to 
Longfellow by his son in his memoirs and by Blanche Roosevelt.  This is a nice copy 
of a rare little book.  BAL 12252. $400.00

347. (LORIOUX,FELIX)illus.  
LE BUFFON DES ENFANTS 
- LES INSECTES CHEZ 
NOUS [by] Bernard Roy.  
Paris: Marcus (1946).  Sq. 
4to, pictorial boards, 
covers lightly soiled else 
VG.  Featuring the most 
absolutely stunning full page 
color illustrations by Lorioux 
of a variety of insects (bee, 
spider, cricket etc) including 
humorous humanized 
insects.  A companion to 
his Buffon des oiseaux 
which followed in 1948.  
Beautifully printed with rich 
colors.  $325.00

#342c

#342d #342d
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MACKINSTRY, ELIZABETH – 2, 111 MAGIC – 465

MARIE, QUEEN OF ROUMANIA – 58 MARSHAK, C. – 337, 502

MATH – 25, 108, 109, 168, 216

20th CENTURY RARITY
348. McCLOSKEY,ROBERT.		MAKE WAY FOR DUCKLINGS.  NY: Viking 1941 (1st 
published August 1941).  4to, cloth, Fine in beautiful dust wrapper (dw with a  few 
closed tears only visible on inside and very slight fraying on spine ends).  1st edition.  
A modern classic, winner of the CALDECOTT AWARD.  Because every child who 
read this book, read it to death, first editions in dust wrappers are notoriously rare, 
and ardently sought after.  This one is a prize.  See Bader p. 155-6. $16,500.00

CALDECOTT AWARD
349. McCULLY,EMILY ARNOLD.	 	 MIRETTE ON THE HIGH WIRE.  NY; 
Putnam (1992).  4to (8 3/4 x 11 1/4”), boards, as New in dust wrapper (no medal).  
Stated 1st impression.  CALDECOTT AWARD WINNER for 1993.  Illustrated by 
McCully with beautiful watercolors. $200.00

RARE McLOUGHLIN TITLE
350. McLOUGHLIN PUB.  THE DISCONTENTED FROGS.  NY: McLoughlin 
Bros. no date, circa 1875.  Oblong 4to, 10 1/2 x 9”, neat spine strengthening else 
near Fine.  One of the most wonderful McLoughlin publications, this contains 6 
large full page chromolithographed illustrations to accompany a very lengthy tale 
in verse about the plight of a group of frogs.  They leave the security of the pond 
for the promise of a better life in the city only to encounter horror and eventual 
extermination.  Not a happy story.  Rare.  $500.00

WONDERFUL HUMANIZED FROGS
351. McLOUGHLIN PUB.	 	 A FROG HE WOULD A WOO-ING GO.  NY: 
McLoughlin Bros. no date ca 1875.  4to, pictorial wraps, some margin mends and 
binding with archival strengthening, really VG.  First edition of this title in Aunt 

Louisa’s Big Picture Series (last title 
listed). Featuring the most spectacular 
chromolithographs printed on one side 
of the paper, depicting humanized 
frogs, mice and cats to accompany this 
famous nursery rhyme that is set to 
music. $800.00

MCLOUGHLIN UNCUT DAME TROT 
PAPER DOLL

352. McLOUGHLIN PUB.		McLOUGHLIN 
PAPER DOLL: DAME TROT.  NY: 
McLoughlin Bros., no date, 1880’s.  
Offered here is an uncut McLoughlin 
paper doll with outfits!  There is a 
doll and three fine dresses folded 
accordion style.  Great full color cover 
of Dame Trot with her cat on her 
back. $600.00

PAPER DOLL
353. McLOUGHLIN PUB.		
MCLOUGHLIN PAPER 
DOLL: RUBY ROSE.  NY: 
McLoughlin Bros. (30 
Beekman St.), no date, 
1850’s.  Offered here is a 
McLoughlin paper doll in the 
original pictorial envelope 
with directions for making 
the doll on the inside.  There 
is a doll, and 5 fine dresses.
 $600.00

NAUGHTY GIRLS / LIMERICKS
354. McLOUGHLIN PUB.	 	 NONSENSE 
FOR GIRLS by J.J. Jackson.  NY: 
McLoughlin Bros. ca 1875.  4to, pictorial 
wraps, near fine.  Printed on one side of 
paper only, each leaf has two humorous 
limericks featuring a variety of naughty 
little girls.  Illustrated with fine and 
fabulous chromolithographs by C.J.H.:  
There was a young lady named Ruth,/  who 
never could tell you the truth;/  When 
they wanted to cure it,/ she wouldn’t 
endure it,/  and said it was only her youth. 
“  A title in Aunt Louisa’s Big Picture 
Series.  $450.00

INCREDIBLE MCLOUGHLIN TOY TOWN
355. McLOUGHLIN PUB.  (PAPER TOY)	 	NEW PRETTY VILLAGE: SCHOOL 
HOUSE SET.  NY: McLoughlin Bros. 1897.  Housed in the original pictorial box 
measuring 12 x 8” is a paper toy town.  There is a colored sheet to be used as a 
base for placing the buildings.  Includes 4 buildings with 4 roofs (public school plus 
four different styled homes including a log cabin), plus 17 figures of men, women, 
children, trees, fences, 
etc. - with little stands 
to support the figures 
upright.  Inside the 
cover are instructions 
for playing with the set.  
The cover of the box has 
a chromolithographed 
plate showing a family 
playing with a toy town 
set up on a table.  Box 
flaps reinforced else near 
fine condition.  Simply 
wonderful.  See Whitton 
p.181-2. $1200.00
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ANDRE BEAR BOOK
356. McLOUGHLIN PUB.	 	 THE THREE 
BEARS.  NY: McLoughlin Bros. 1888.  
4to (8 1/2 x 10 3/4”), pictorial wraps. 
small corner repair else VG+. 8 pages of 
story are illustrated with 6 very fine full 
page chromolithographs by R. ANDRE, 
plus pictorial cover not repeated in 
text.   $275.00

McLOUGHLIN PUB. ALSO 26-30, 109, 135, 
    138, 152, 232, 299, 300, 393, 489, 535

FINE COPY OF A RARE MEGGENDORFER
357. MEGGENDORFER,LOTHAR.		DAS PUPPENHAUS [THE DOLLS HOUSE].  
Esslingen und Munchen: J.F. Schreiber nd ca 1890.  Oblong 4to, some rubbing to 
paper covers and at folds, VG+ and complete.  A pop-up panorama that opens into 
6 scenes (2 outside and 4 interiors) forming the rooms, walls and floors of a doll’s 
house.  This is the first edition of the Doll’s House with the horse drawn carriage 
on the first leaf (later replaced with a new illustration of a car).  As it is unfolded 
to its full length of four feet, people, furniture, and even fixtures pop-out and 
each of the scenes is rich in detail.  See Haining (p. 127) who reproduces the 
French edition of the entire panorama called Maison de Poupee.  This is one of 
the most elaborate and charming of the mechanicals designed by Meggendorfer.  
(SEE ALSO INSIDE FRONT COVER) $6000.00

WWII SOLDIER NOVELTY BOOK
358. MILITARY INTEREST.		UNITED STATES STAND-UP SOLDIERS AND 
PUNCH-OUTS.  Kenosha, WI: Samuel Lowe 1943.  Oblong 11 2/1 by 9”, small 
edge piece of cover strengthened else near Fine and unused.  Each page of 10 
total has a large punch out figure of a soldier of different rank.  The pages 
start very narrow at 3 1/2” for the private and get incrementally wider ending 
with the General’s page at 9” wide.  The result is a book with a 3-dimensional 
effect.  Punch-outs are  also included for tanks, army vehicles and more.  Very 
scarce.  $500.00

MILITARY INTEREST ALSO 222, 292, 470 MINIATURE – 47, 368, 502

FINE LIMITED / SIGNED WINNIE 1ST IN BOX 
359. MILNE,A.A.		WINNIE THE POOH.  N.Y.: Dutton (1926).  4to (7 1/4 x 9”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, VERY FINE IN FINE DUST WRAPPER AND ORIGINAL 
GLASSINE, HOUSED IN PUBLISHER’S PICTORIAL BOX (box with some slight 
soil and wear but VG+).  1st ed.  LARGE PAPER COPY LIMITED TO ONLY 200 
NUMBERED COPIES ON HANDMADE PAPER SIGNED BY MILNE AND SHEPARD!  
Illustrated by E.H. Shepard.  A fabulous copy of an enduring children’s classic.
    $12,000.00

(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT --->>>)

DELUXE FIRST EDITION LEATHER BOUND WINNIE
360. MILNE,A.A.  WINNIE THE POOH.  London: Methuen (1926).  8vo, full 
red  publisher’s calf, gilt pictorial cover with extensive gilt pictorial spine, all 
edges gilt, 103p., top of spine chipped (no loss of lettering) else VG+.  First 
edition, DELUXE EDITION bound by the publisher in leather.  Illus. by E.H. 
SHEPARD.  $2000.00

VERY FINE LIMITED EDITION BY MILNE & LE MAIR
361. MILNE,A.A.  A GALLERY OF CHILDREN.  London: Stanley Paul (1925). 
Folio (10 1/2 x 13”), white cloth stamped in gold, top edge gilt, FINE in original 
blue cloth protector!  FIRST EDITION, LIMITED TO 500 NUMBERED 
COPIES, SIGNED BY MILNE.  Printed on hand-made paper and illustrated by 
H. WILLEBEEK LE MAIR with 12 large and magnificent color plates.  A beautiful 
book in excellent condition. Scarce.  $2000.00

FINE LIMITED/SIGNED 
POOH BOOK 

362. MILNE,A.A.	 	 NOW 
WE ARE SIX.  London: 
Methuen (1927).  4to, 
cloth backed boards, FINE 
IN ORIGINAL DUST 
WRAPPER (dw sl. frayed 
at head of spine, toned).  
Housed in custom chemise 
and 1/4 leather case.  1st 
ed.  LIMITED TO ONLY 
200 NUMBERED COPIES 
SIGNED BY MILNE AND 
SHEPARD.  Printed on very 
fine quality paper resulting 
in very sharp reproductions.  
A particularly beautiful 
copy.  $6500.00

#360 #361

#359
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RARE DELUXE EDITION LEATHER 
BOUND MILNE IN ORIGINAL BOX

363. MILNE,A.A.  NOW WE ARE SIX. 	
London: Methuen (1927).  8vo, (5 1/8 x 7 
3/8”), full publisher’s morocco, gilt pictorial 
cover with extensive gilt pictorial spine, 
all edges gilt, 103p., FINE IN ORIGINAL 
PUBLISHER’S BOX with printed labels on 
cover and flap, (box with some soil and flap 
mends).  First edition, DELUXE EDITION.  
Illustrated by E.H. SHEPHARD and a rarity 
in this condition and binding.  $2850.00

PRESENTATION COPY LIMITED EDITION
364. MILNE,A.A.  MORE VERY YOUNG SONGS.  London: Methuen (1928) 
folio, cloth backed boards, tips rubbed and covers very sl. soiled else VG-
Fine.  LIMITED TO ONLY 100 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY MILNE, 
ERNEST SHEPARD & H. FRASER SIMSON, THIS COPY HAS THE NUMBER 
LINE CROSSED OUT AND WRITTEN IN AS A PRESENTATION COPY FOR 
THE CHILDREN’S WARD HOSPITAL.  Musical notation for 10 charming songs.  
Beautifully illustrated in black and white by Shepard.  Scarce. $2500.00

SIGNED BY MILNE
365. MILNE,A.A.	 	THE STEPMOTHER- a Play in One Act.  London: Samuel 
French, 1921. French’s Acting Edition 2604.  8vo. 20p., FINE.  1st ed.  THIS 
COPY IS SIGNED BY MILNE!  Rare. $400.00

SIGNED BY MILNE
366. MILNE,A.A.	 	 FOUR 
PLAYS.  Lond.: Chatto & 
Windus 1926.  8vo, cloth. 
265p., fine in dw.  1st ed.  
Contains: To Have the 
Honour, Ariadne, Portrait 
of a Gentleman in Slippers 
and Success.  THIS 
COPY IS SIGNED BY 
MILNE. $750.00

367. MILNE,A.A. & 
CHARLES ROBINSON.  
ONCE ON A TIME. 	
Lond: Hodder & Stoughton 
nd [1925].  8vo, blue 
gilt pictorial cloth, gilt 
decorative spine, 269p., fine.  
1st issued in 1917 without 
illustrations, this is the first 

Robinson edition and the first to be commercially successful.  Illus. by him with 
color frontis, pictorial endpapers, plus many lovely line illustrations in text. This 
is a nice bright copy.  (SEE ILLUS BOTTOM PRIOR COLUMN) $500.00

WITH 31 ENGRAVINGS

368. MINIATURE.	 	 BIJOU ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE HOLY LAND.  

Philadelphia: J. Hamilton 

1850 (1850).  1” x 1 1/8”, 

blue cloth stamped in gold, 

all edges gilt.  Edges of 

front cover frayed else 

VG.  Printed on one side of 

the page, each leaf has a 

engraving of a different Old 

Testament area in the Holy 

Land. $450.00

MONTGOMERY, FRANCES TREGO – 254

INSCRIBED BY 
MONTGOMERY!

369. MONTGOMERY,L.M.		
RILLA OF INGLESIDE.  
NY: Stokes (1921).  8vo, blue 
cloth, pictorial paste-on, 
fine.  1st ed. (simultaneous 
with Canadian ed.).  Set on 
Prince Edward Island, this 
is a continuation of the 
Anne of Green Gables saga 
telling of Anne’s daughter 
Rilla.  Illus. by MARIA KIRK 
with color frontis. that is 
repeated on cover.  THIS 
COPY IS INSCRIBED:  
YOURS SINCERELY 
L.M. MONTGOMERY 
NOV. 20 1921.  Books 
inscribed by Montgomery 
are of the utmost rarity 
and almost unheard 
of. $5500.00

FINEST COPY OF RARE 
BOOK OF POETRY BY 

MONTGOMERY
370. MONTGOMERY,L.M.	 	THE 
WATCHMAN AND OTHER 
POEMS.  Toronto: McClelland, 
Goodchild and Stewart (1916).  
8vo, blue cloth printed in black, 
159p., FINE condition.  1st 
edition, (published in the U.S. a 
year later).  Poetry had long been 
Montgomery’s passion, but prior 
to this book she didn’t pursue 
it.  The poem “The Watchman” 
was read at her funeral.  This 
is a scarce title in any condition 
and when found always has 
several defects.  This could 
be the nicest copy ever, rare 
thus. $4000.00
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FINE IN DUST WRAPPER
371. MONTGOMERY,L.M.		MAGIC FOR MARIGOLD.  NY: Stokes 1929 (1929).  
8vo, green cloth, pictorial paste-on, Fine in near fine dust wrapper.  1st ed.  Illus. 
by EDNA COOKE SHOEMAKER with color frontis. that is repeated on cover 
and with decorative endpapers.  The story tells of a girl named Marigold Leslie 
not unlike Anne, from Prince Edward Island and her circle of family and friends.  
Very scarce and a magnificent copy. $1200.00

372. MONTGOMERY,L.M.  RAINBOW VALLEY.  NY: Stokes (1919).  8vo, green 
cloth, pictorial paste-on, VG+.  1st ed.  The next to last “Anne” story featuring 
Anne’s six children and their neighbors.  Illustrated by MARIA KIRK with tissue 
guarded frontis repeated on cover.  Quite scarce especially in such bright 
condition.  $300.00

IN DUST WRAPPER
373. MONTGOMERY,L.M.  ANNE’S HOUSE OF DREAMS.  NY: Stokes 
(1917).  8vo, lavender cloth, pictorial paste-on, fine in dw (dw with some chips 
and creases).  1st ed.   The 5th book about Anne where she marries Dr. Gilbert 
Blythe.  Illustrated by MARIA KIRK with tissue-guarded frontis repeated on 
cover.  Nice copy, rare in dw. $2000.00

MOORE, CLEMENT SEE 149-153

GNOMES
374. MORPURGO,IDA BOHATTA).		
EISMANNLEIN by Ida Bohatta Morpurgo. 
Munchen: Josef Muller 1939.  16mo (4 
3/4 x 5 3/4”), pictorial boards, Fine.  1st 
edition.  The story of adorable ice gnomes.  
Each page of text faces a beautiful full 
page color illustration by Morpurgo (11 
in all).   $100.00

375. MOTHER GOOSE.  (COOKE,EDNA) 
MOTHER GOOSE NURSERY RHYMES.		
NY: Cupples & Leon (1930).  Thick 8vo 
(6 x 8 3/8”), pictorial cloth, 384p., 
Fine in pictorial slipcase.  This fabulous 
Mother Goose is illustrated by EDNA 
COOKE with pictorial endpapers, 12 
color plates including the title page 
plus many half-page b&w’s.  This is an 
unusually fine copy of a lovely Mother 
Goose.   $350.00

RED RIDING HOOD AND LITTLE BO PEEP
376. MOTHER GOOSE.		(CUT-OUTS) MOTHER GOOSE CUT OUT PICTURE 
BOOK.  NY: National Art ca 1915.  Folio, pictorial card covers, small corner nip else 
fine and unused.  The text of Little Bo Peep and an abridged Little Red Riding Hood 
are inside both covers.  There are 2 large pages of clothing meant to be cut-out and 
attached by inserting the tabs into the die-cut slats cut into to the large figure 
of Bo Peep on the front cover and Red Riding Hood on rear cover. $250.00

RARE UNUSED MOTHER GOOSE GAME
377. MOTHER GOOSE.		(GAME) GAME OF MOTHER GOOSE THAT I CAN 
MAKE MYSELF by Mary Belle McKellar.  NY: Cupples & Leon (1918).  4to, (9x12”), 
stiff pictorial wraps, Fine and unused.  Printed on thick card pages are 4 Mother 
Goose rhymes that can be cut up into cards.  The child is directed to study the 
rhymes intact.  When committed to memory, the child cuts up the pages into 
cards along the dotted lines to play the game.  The cards are dealt and the 
object of the game is to make a complete rhyme.  The instructions for play are 
inside the rear cover.  Each of the rhymes has charming color illustrations by the 
author.  The book can be kept as a Mother Goose book, or it can be cut up to play 
the memory game. $350.00

378. MOTHER GOOSE.  
(HIEROGLYPHICS)  

MOTHER GOOSE IN 
HIEROGLYPHICKS.  

Philadelphia: George S. 
Appleton (1849).  Oblong 
8vo (7 x 5 1/2”), 60p. + 
1 p. ads, new matching 
spine, very light edge 
stain,	 otherwise	 clean,	
tight and VG+.  1st 
edition,  In this Mother 
Goose each page has up 
to 12 nice cuts replacing 
words in the classic 
rhymes.  This is a nice 
copy.  $500.00

NURSERY RHYME HANKIES
379. MOTHER GOOSE.  
(NOVELTY)	 MOTHER 
GOOSE HANKY BOOK.  No 
pub. info., circa 1950.  4to, 
(7” wide x 9”) stiff pictorial 
card covers, cord ties, Fine.  
Each page has a different 
mother goose rhyme.  
Featuring 6 REAL HANKIES 
inserted into slots on the 
pages for the rhymes: Mary 
Had a Little Lamb, Little 
Tommy Tucker, Pussy-Cat 
Pussy-Cat, Humpty Dumpty, 
There was an Old Woman and 
Old King Cole.  Illustrated 
with bright full color on 
every page by an unknown 
hand. $325.00

#376

#377
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PHOTO ILLUSTRATED
 MOTHER GOOSE

380. MOTHER GOOSE.	 	(PHOTOS) TONI 
FRISSELL’S MOTHER GOOSE.  NY: 
Harper Bros. (1948 H-X [Aug. 1948]).  4to 
(8 3/4 x 10 3/4”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards, 94p., Fine in very slightly worn dust 
wrapper. 1st edition.  Every other page 
has a short, classic nursery rhyme in large 
type.  Facing each text page is a wonderful 
full page photo illustrating the rhyme using 
real young children as characters.  Very 
scarce. $400.00

UNUSUAL MOTHER GOOSE
381. MOTHER GOOSE.	 	 (STAMPS) STAMPKRAFT MOTHER GOOSE AND 
OTHER RHYMES.  NY: Barse and Hopkins (1919).  Oblong 4to, cloth backed 
pictorial boards, covers a 
little spotted else FINE. 
Interspersed throughout 
the text are blank 
rectangles	 in	 the	 center	
of which the reader is to 
affix the corresponding 
stamp.  Some of the stamps 
have been affixed, 28 are in 
the envelope ready to use.  
Wonderfully illustrated 
by an unknown hand with 
the b&w’s in text.  Quite 
scarce. $475.00

EXQUISITE CHROMOS FOR 

MOTHER GOOSE

382. MOTHER GOOSE.		

(VICTORIAN) OLD FRIENDS 

WITH NEW FACES.  Lond. 

& NY: Castell & E.B Young, no 

date, inscribed 1889.  Sq. small 

4to, cl. backed pictorial boards, 

fine.  Traditional nursery rhymes 

(Old King Cole, Humpty Dumpty 

etc). are illustrated by Will 

Gibbons with exquisite full and 

partial page chromolithographs 

that are rich in imagery and 

detail. $350.00

VOLLAND’S MOTHER GOOSE IN BOX
383. MOTHER GOOSE.  (VOLLAND) MOTHER GOOSE arranged by Eulalie 
Grover. Chicago: Volland 
(1915).  Folio (9 1/4 x 12 1/4”), 
blue gilt cloth, pictorial paste-
on, FINE IN ORIGINAL 
BOX!  (box flaps repaired else 
VG+).  1st ed. of one of the 
most lavish productions done 
by Volland.  Magnificently 
illustrated by FREDERICK 
RICHARDSON, each page 
is a richly colored full page 
illustration with the rhyme 
inserted into a box within the 
picture,  This is a wonderful 
copy of one of the best 
20th century Mother Goose 
books.  $1200.00

MOTHER GOOSE SEE ALSO 33, 167, 191, 217, 258, 389, 437, 461

ABC BOOK
384. MOVEABLE.  (ABC) ANIMATED ABC by William Wiesner.  NY: Garden 
City Pub. (1945).  4to, pictorial boards, near Fine.  A wonderful moveable plate 
book with tab operated moveables and moveable wheels to be used to help the 
child learn the alphabet.  Illustrated in color throughout. A clever approach to 
teaching.  $275.00

AMERICAN 
MOVEABLE BEAR  
CIRCUS BOOK

385. MOVEABLE.	 	 (BEARS) 
THE PERFORMING BEARS.  
NY: Pictorial Color Book Co., 
no date, circa 1900.  4to (7 
1/4 x 9 1/4”), cloth backed 
pictorial boards, slight 
cover wear else near Fine.  
Baby Bear dresses up as a 
circus performer.  Featuring 
4 tab operated moveable 
plates showing baby 
bear performing various 
circus tricks.  Illustrated 
in line on text pages.  
Rare. $1200.00

386. MOVEABLE.  
CINDERELLA.  Springfield: 
McLoughlin 1943. Oblong 
4to, spiral bound pictorial 
boards, fine.  A Magic Fairy 
Tale Book. Each page of 
text is faced with a full 
page color moveable scene 
that	 changes	 when	 the	
reader pulls the tab (6 in 
all).  Color illustrations by 
EMMA McKEAN. This is an 
attractive moveable in great 
condition. $250.00

DEAN HAND-COLORED NOVELTY
387. MOVEABLE.  (DEAN)		THE JOLLY OLD MAN WHO SINGS DOWN DERRY 
DOWN.  London: Dean (65 Ludgate Hill) no date circa 1865.  4to (7 x 10”), cloth 
backed pictorial boards, paper loss on corner of rear cover, neat spine repair, 
foredge trimmed, tight and clean.  This is an unusual Dean novelty book with a hole 
cut in each page through which protrudes an actual carved wooden head that is 
mounted on the last page of 
text.  The illustrations are 
painted on one side of the 
paper and the wooden head 
fits into each of the 8 fine 
hand-colored engravings, 
completing the figures of 
various men.  Verse is in 
rhyme beneath each figure: 
 
Though no couple (I’m sure) 
pass a happier life,-
Yet you’ve never together seen 
Brown and his wife;-
But the reason is plain, - take 
the trouble to look,-
There’s not room enough for 
two heads in one book.

In the same series 
and format as Dean’s 
moveable books and quite 
scarce.  $1500.00
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UNUSUAL MOVEABLE
388. MOVEABLE.		(FAIRY TALES) FAIRY TALE MAGICAL PICTURE BOOK by 
story and animation by Fred Voges.  Phil.: Dyco 1948.  4to, spiral backed boards, 
fine.  Inserted into a slot on 
page one is a wooden stick 
which is the “magic wand”.  
Each color illustration has 
a slot with a notch.  By 
inserting the tip of the wand 
into the notch, the picture 
moves.  Essentially the 
same as a wheel operated 
moveable, but this has the 
extra effect of using the 
wand.  The story has two 
little children having an 
adventure while meeting 
various fairy tale characters.
 $250.00

389. MOVEABLE.	 	 (MOTHER 
GOOSE) MOTHER GOOSE 
MAGICAL PICTURE BOOK.  
Philadelphia: Dyco. 1949. 
Square 4to, spiral backed 
boards, Fine.  Every page 
is illustrated in color with 
a different rhyme on 
each page.  In order to 
complete the rhyme, the 
child inserts a “magic wand” 
into the designated holes 
that enables a wheel to 
turn and reveal the word 
that completes the rhyme 
(complete with wand).  
Nice!  $250.00

UNUSUAL NOVELTY
390. MOVEABLE.	 	 SLATTED PICTURE.  This is a wonderful 19th century 
novelty.  Within a framed and glazed box are 17 lithographed slats. Depending 
upon the angle of view, the picture forms three different images:  the German 
emperor and empress and the prince.  Quite unusual. $1200.00

WALTER TRIER ILLUSTRATIONS
391. MOVEABLE.  (SLICE) TETES FOLLES.  Paris: Livre Universel (1948). Small 
8vo (5 x 6 7/8”), spiral backed pictorial boards, some cover rubbing else VG+.  
This charming moveable flap book has each page sliced into thirds allowing the 
reader to make 8192 different pictures.  Marvelously illustrated in color by 
Czech artist WALTER TRIER of Emil and The Detective fame.  $275.00

THE SPEAKING PICTURE BOOK IN BOX
392. MOVEABLE. 	SPEAKING PICTURE BOOK.  NY: FAO Schwartz nd ca 1893, 
19th edition.  Printed in Germany.  Large 4to, 9 1/2 x 12 1/2 x 2 3/4 (thick).  Red cloth, 
pictorial paste-on, carved wood edges painted in gold, Fine in original publisher’s 
plain box with printed label.  In  the front of the book are 8 fine chromolithographed 
illustrations each faced with a page of text.  Next to each page of text is an ivory 
knob that when gently pulled, causes a different animal sound to be produced 
(bird, cow etc) (nine pulls in all).  Haining (Moveable Books p. 136-7) calls this 
“the piece de resistance of any collection of moveables” and adds that very few 
complete and fine copies have “survived youthful hands.  A nice copy.  $2200.00

SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ---->>>>

MOVEABLE SEE ALSO 33, 266, 412, 425-6, 454, 504

MUSIC SEE 31, 51, 132, 178, 364, 431, 441, 474, 486, 505, 540

MYTH & LEGEND – 46, 166, 309, 329, 597

NAST’S RIP VAN WINKLE
393. (NAST,THOMAS)illus.	 	 RIP VAN 
WINKLE by George Webster from 
Washington Irving.  NY: McLoughlin 
Bros. nd ca 1870.  4to, pictorial wraps, 
[16]p. including covers, slightest of spine 
wear, near fine. Illus. by Nast with 6 
wonderful full page chromolithographs 
(printed on one side of paper) and with 9 
very detailed illustrations in-text.  Nice 
copy.  $500.00

NAZI CHILDREN’S READER
394. NAZI INTEREST.  FIBEL FUR DIE VOLKSSCHULEN WURTTEMBERGS.  
Stuttgart, Berlin, Leipzig: Union Deutsche Verlagsesellsschaft 1936.  8vo (6 x 
8 3/4”), cloth backed marbled boards, 126p., minimal wear, near Fine.  A reader 
and ABC for young children illustrated in typical 30’s style in color by P.J. 
Schober, K. Sigrist, H. Sohn and K. Stirner.  Everyday life of little children 
is depicted with the inclusion of Nazi themes and programs.  Interspersed 
throughout the book are color illustrations of Nazi propaganda.  One story 
entitled Adolf Hitler’s Gerburstage has a photo showing a kindly Hitler bending 
down to talk to 3 blonde children, another photo shows Hitler feeding deer by 
hand in a meadow.  Nazi symbols appear throughout on flags, on a maypole etc. 
and several of the images show little children in uniform - the hitlerjugend. 
Selections of the text are Nazi oriented as well, all intending to show how being 
a good little Nazi is also part of everyday life. $1200.00

#392
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ORIGINAL NEILL DRAWING 
FROM WONDER CITY OF OZ

395. NEILL,JOHN R.		ORIGINAL ART: JENNY AND THE QUADLING 
BOXER FROM THE WONDER CITY OF OZ.  This is a beautiful pen and 
ink drawing from The Wonder City of Oz published in 1940.  It was the first 
book to be written as well as illustrated by Neill.  The image measures 8” 
wide by 6” high and appears as half-page chapter head on p. 50 of the book.  
Depicted is a dejected looking Quadling boxer looking at Jenny who sits in a 
window. $2000.00

STRIKING WWI POSTER ORIGINAL ART
396. NEILL,JOHN R.	 	ORIGINAL SIGNED ART FOR 2 WORLD WAR 
I POSTERS WITH GOVERNMENT CORRESPONDENCE.  Offered here 
are the original paintings for two posters Neill did for the war effort.  The 
genesis of the art is explained in a series of 12 letters to Neill from the 
government’s Treasury Department in which they encourage him as an artist 
to help promote the war effort by publicizing the need for donations to 
Liberty Loans.  The first piece has an image size of 27” wide x 34” high 
(framed to larger, repair in lower corner).  It is a strikingly graphic image 
of a large black bird representing Germany.  The bird is clutching struggling 
defenseless people in both claws.  But the bird is being killed by donations 
that patriotic Americans make for Liberty Loans that are depicted as arrows 
piercing the heart of the bird.  The second poster’s image measures 25 x 36” 
(framed to larger).  It is a portrait of 2 men identified in one of the letters 
as Treasury Speaker with another man looming large behind him. $9500.00

RED RIDING HOOD & 
SLEEPING BEAUTY 

397. (NEILL,JOHN R.)illus.		
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD 
[and] SLEEPING BEAUTY	
[by Charles Perrault].  
Chicago: Reilly & Britton 
(1908).  Small 8vo (5 3/8 x 
7”), red cloth decorated in 
black, oval pictorial paste-
on, 57p. +[3]p. ads, light 
finger soil, VG+.  Volume VII 
of the Children’s Red Book 
Series.  Each story has 8 full 
page and a few smaller color 
illustrations by Neill plus. 
Scarce. $275.00

CARDS WITH ART DESIGNED BY NEILL
398. (NEILL,JOHN R.)illus.		NEILL FAMILY CHRISTMAS CARDS.  Offered 
here are 12 Christmas cards sent out by the Neill family.  Includes 1920-21, 1922, 
1922-3, 1923, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928-9, 1932, 1941, 1942 and 1943.  Varying in 
size and color, each card features art by Neill designed especially for the cards, 
and as the family grew, the greetings got longer - from Mr. and Mrs. Jno. R. Neill 
to Mr. and Mrs. Neill & Natalie to Mr. and Mrs. Neill Natalie and Annrea to Mr. 
and Mrs. John R. Neill Natalie Annrea and Joan.  The 1943 card has a great image 
of a military Santa in helmet carrying a rifle with a bayonet. $2500.00

(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ---->>>>)

NEILL, JOHN R. ALSO 73, 76, 79-80, 82-3 NESBIT,E. - 63

#396
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NEWBERRY’S RARE FIRST BOOK
399. NEWBERRY,CLARE TURLAY.  HERBERT THE LION.  [NY]: Brewer 
Warren & Putnam 1931.  Oblong 4to (11 x 9 1/2”), cloth backed pictorial boards, 
edges show wear, toning on cover, tight and VG+.  First edition of  Newberry’s 
first book. (In 1939 Harper 
reissued it - redesigned 
and quite altered).  Every 
other page features a large 
full page color illustration 
- unique in style, with 
text on opposite pages.  
Reminiscent of the stylized 
1930’s German art deco 
picture books of Freud and 
Eisgruber.  This is a nice copy 
of a rarity.  See Bader p. 
241-2.   $1200.00

UNUSUAL NICHOLSON
400. (NICHOLSON,WILLI
AM)illus.	 	 THE HOUR OF 
MAGIC by William H. Davies.  
NY: Harper Bros. 1922.  8vo, 
boards, covers age toned 
else fine in repaired dw.  
1st U.S. ed., printed on fine 
paper.  Illustrated with  
many beautiful full page and 
smaller b&w’s by Nicholson.  
Uncommon Nicholson 
title.  $250.00

NIELSEN’S HANSEL AND GRETEL
401. (NIELSEN,KAY)illus.  HANSEL 
AND GRETEL and other stories by the 
Bros. Grimm.  NY: George H. Doran, no 
date [1925].  4to (9 x 11”), red cloth, 
pictorial paste-on. Cover plate a bit 
rubbed and spine writing dull else VG+.  
1st trade edition (not published as a 
trade edition in England).  12 fairy tales, 
illustrated by Nielsen with 12 magnificent 
tipped-in color plates, 10 full page b&w’s 
plus decorative initials.  The illustrations 
are superb.   $1100.00

DELUXE EDITION WITH 2 
ADDITIONAL PLATES

402. (NIELSEN,KAY)illus.  IN POWDER 
AND CRINOLINE: old fairy tales retold 
by Arthur Quiller-Couch.  London: Hodder 
& Stoughton, nd [1913], large 4to, ( 10 x 12 
1/2”), 1/4 leather and cloth, raised bands on 
spine, original labels bound in, Fine.  1st ed. 
Deluxe issue.  Illustrated by Nielsen with 
26 tipped- in color plates on heavy stock (2 
more plates than in the trade edition) and 
also with pictorial tissue-guards.  There 
are also numerous illustrations in text- 
all to accompany 7 fairy tales.  This is an 
extremely scarce issue.  Although not a 
stated limited edition and not signed by 
Nielsen, this copy is one of a small number 
that was probably issued by the publisher 
for friends.  It is physically larger than 
the trade edition, but more importantly, 
this edition contains the 2 extra color 
plates that are found in the signed-limited 
edition, but not in the trade edition.  
This is a very scarce and very beautiful 
book.  $2950.00

NISTER PUB. – 63, 93-4, 225, 256, 321, 
                  419, 455
 
NOAH’S ARK -544

STRIKING AMERICAN PICTURE BOOK
403. (NOBLE,EDWIN)illus.		
ANIMAL WHY BOOK by 
W.P. Pyecraft.  NY: Stokes 
circa 1910.  4to, cloth 
backed boards, pictorial 
paste-on, tips rubbed else 
VG+.  Each segment of the 
text explains a different 
animal question - Why Has 
the Pig a Long Snout, Why 
has the Horse One Toe, etc.  
Illus. by Noble with 16 pages 
of tipped in illustrations - 
each page with 2 separate 
illustrations.  Printed with 
rich colors in a style somewhat 
reminiscent of Nicholson 
with heavy outlines.  A 
wonderful American picture 
book. $400.00

ASSOCIATION COPY INSCRIBED TO THORNTON WILDER
404. NORTH,STERLING.		SO DEAR TO MY HEART: a Lamplighted Novel of 
Indiana in 1903.  Garden City: Doubleday & Co. 1947 (1947).  8vo (5 5/8 x 8 1/4”), 
tan  cloth, Fine in dust wrapper chipped on bottom edge.  Stated First edition.  In a 
story similar to the Yearling, this tells about the life of a lonesome orphan named 
Jeremiah and his quest to raise a champion lamb, set in Indiana is 1903.  THIS 
COPY IS INSCRIBED BY NORTH TO THORNTON WILDER, the American writer 
best known for Our Town.  North and Wilder were both native Wisconsinites 
whose paths obviously crossed on at least one occasion.  The inscription reads: 
For Thornton Wilder Whose 
Destination - like that 
of the Characters in this 
Book - is obviously Heaven.  
With the Respect and Best 
Wishes of Sterling North.  
Sept. 4, 1947.”  North was 
a noted author and Newbery 
Honor Winner.  In 1948-
1949, Disney released a 
movie titled “So Dear to 
My Heart” based on North’s 
“Midnight and Jeremiah” 
published in 1943 which 
has the same story line as 
this book.  “Midnight...” 
was most likely re-released 
just prior to Disney’s 
movie using the same title 
as the movie.  Charming 
pictorial dw is by Ilonka 
Karasz. $300.00

#398
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CARNEGIE AWARD FANTASY
405. NORTON,MARY.  THE BORROWERS.  London: J.M. Dent (1952).  8vo, 
blue pictorial cloth, tiny imperfection in cloth else fine in a very good dust 
wrapper with slight fraying restored.  1st edition, Carnegie Award Winner.  The 
first of Norton’s wonderful fantasies about these miniature people who must 
live by borrowing from humans and what happens when their daughter becomes 
friendly with a human boy.  Illustrated by DIANA STANLEY with pictorial 
endpapers, color frontis plus many nice text illustrations.  (See Lynn p.157).  This 
is an excellent copy, quite hard to find.  $1450.00

406. NORTON,MARY.  THE BORROWERS AFIELD.  London: J.M. Dent (1955).  
8vo, blue pictorial cloth, 215p., VERY FINE IN LIKE DUST WRAPPER. 1st edition 
of the second Borrowers book, illustrated by DIANA STANLEY with color 
frontis and many b&w’s.  The story takes up when the family had to flee their 
home and tells of their survival in the open air.  An exceptionally nice bright copy.  
Lynn p. 157.  $350.00

407. NORTON,MARY.  THE BORROWERS AFLOAT.  London: J.M. Dent 
(1959). 8vo, blue cloth, Fine in dust wrapper with just a touch of rubbing. 1st 
edition of the third Borrowers book, illustrated by DIANA STANLEY with 
color frontis plus many full + partial page illustrations in-text.  More harrowing 
adventures when the family moves to a model village!  Laid-in is the publisher’s 
illustrated preliminary pictorial folder announcing this title. Lynn p. 157.
  $300.00

408. NORTON,MARY.  THE BORROWERS 
ALOFT.  London: J.M. Dent (1961).  8vo, 
cloth, near Fine in VG+ dust wrapper with 
slight rubbing but no fraying or tears.  
1st edition.  The fourth installment 
of the Borrowers saga, illustrated by 
DIANA STANLEY with dust wrapper 
art, pictorial endpapers, color frontis 
plus many illustrations in-text.  Although 
proclaimed the final book in the series at 
that time, one more title was published 
in 1982  $250.00

409. NORTON,MARY.		THE BORROWERS 
AVENGED.  (UK): Kestrel Books (1982).  
8vo, cloth, as new in dust wrapper.  1st 
edition.  After more than 20 years, 
Norton wrote this new Borrowers title, 
illustrated in line by Pauline Baynes.  
As usual, the family must escape, this 
time from the wicked Platters, and find 
a home. $150.00

FRANK DOBIAS / A BOOK* A TOY* A PLAY* A GAME
410. NOVELTY.  THE PLAYBOOK OF COLUMBUS by Susan Meriwether. NY: 
Harper Brothers (1928).  Folio (10 1/2 x 13”), stiff pictorial card covers, MINT / 
UNUSED.  Stated first edition.  The first few pages relate the life of Columbus. 
The rest of the book consists of brightly colored figures designed to be cut 
and used to play with when placed against the bold color backdrop made from 
the cover which easily slips off.  Wonderfully illustrated by FRANK DOBIAS.  
Realms of Gold (p. 153) cites these books as being unusually fine and important 
additions to play books.  Very scarce in this condition.  $475.00

MAP-MAKING PUZZLES FOR CHILDREN
411. NOVELTY.		PUT-TOGETHER ATLAS by Amy Oppenheimer.  NY: Sam. Gabriel 
(1951).  Folio, cloth backed pictorial boards, fine and unused. The text is a fictional 
story that incorporates information about countries and continents. There are 6 
outline maps, each with complimentary pre-pasted color sheets of countries that 
are to be cut out and pasted into place like a puzzle.  It includes maps of the 
United States, Asia, Africa, South America, Europe and Australia.  Cover illus. by 
Eloise Wilkin.  Maps are by Lichtie.  A great way to teach geography. $700.00

WILD WEST COWBOYS AND INDIANS 
412. NOVELTY.  WILD WEST by Leo Manso.  Cleveland: World (1950).  4to, 
spiral backed boards, Fine in dw.  Stated 1st.  A terrific children’s book with fold-
down pages and punch-out die-cut paper dolls that sets up to form three scenes:  
a typical Western town; the wide plains with Indians attacking a train; and an 
Indian village.  Brightly illustrated in color and completely unused!  $250.00

NOVELTY SEE ALSO 18, 33-4, 53, 57, 136, 159-62, 200, 205, 243, 266, 358, 379,
                        387, 392, 419, 425-6, 435, 465, 490, 504

NUTT PUB. - 230
\

RARE OAKLEY POSTER
413. (OAKLEY,VIOLET)illus.	 	 WESTCHESTER COUNTY HISTORICAL 
PAGEANT: JONAS BRONCK.  Offered here is a large poster announcing a 
pageant held May 29-31, 1909 celebrating early Westchester County, New York 
settlers.   The proceeds of the pageant were to go to Lawrence Hospital.  The 
poster measures 20” wide by 30” high done on brown paper printed in black and 
red.  Except for 2 margin mends and a fold mark it is in very good condition.  The 
middle of the poster has an 11 x 9” picture of Joseph Bronck who, in 1639 became 
the first recorded white resident in Westchester.  (The Bronx is named after him).  
The poster is also decorated with coats of arms and the lettering is undoubtedly 
by her as well.  Oakley was a star student of Howard Pyle who distinguished 
herself not only with her art and her large murals but also with her active 
commitment to world peace and human rights.  This is a scarce item. $1200.00

(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT ---->>>>)
OMAR KHAYYAM – 499, 500
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HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT
414. [OUTCAULT,R.F]..		BUDDY TUCKER VISITS THE HOUSE THAT JACK 
BUILT. NY: Cupples & Leon (1907).  12mo (6 1/2 x 7 1/2”), pictorial boards, Fine.  
Buddy and his friend go to the House That Jack Built and have adventures.  Quite a 
combination. Illustrated in color on each page by OUTCAULT.  Scarce.  $325.00

RARE BUSTER BROWN CLOTH BOOK
415. OUTCAULT,R.F.  BUSTER BROWN PLAYS COWBOY.  Akron: Saalfield 
1905.  12mo, cloth, some cover and margin soil, VG.  A Saalfield Muslin book 
printed in colors on cloth.  Rare. $300.00

RARE LIMITED OUTHWAITE
416. (OUTHWAITE,IDA RENTOUL)illus.	 	 THE ENCHANTED FOREST by 
Grenbry Outhwaite.  London: A. & C. Black 1921.  4to (81/4 x 10 3/4”), white 
gilt pictorial cloth, 93p., scattered pale foxing on text pages else FINE IN 
DUST WRAPPER (dw soiled with a few tape marks).  LIMITED TO ONLY 500 
NUMBERED COPIES!  Illustrated by Outhwaite with 16 enchanting tipped-in color 
plates and 15 equally as wonderful black and white plates plus pictorial endpapers 
and several small b&w’s in-text.  The story relates the fantasy adventure of 
Anne who becomes a forest fairy.  Muir (Fairy World of Ida Outhwaite p. 44) 
notes that Outhwaite’s own children were used as the models for many of her 
books “and are perhaps most engagingly shown in the Enchanted Forest which 
was dedicated to them.”  The work for this title was so appealing that it set in 
motion a large exhibit of her original work when the book arrived in Australia 
late in 1921.  The Enchanted Forest was critically acclaimed as well, with one 
review ending: “These plates are full of the detail and humour that especially 
appeals to children, and although they are aesthetically pleasing too, are not mere 
decorations.” (Muir p.56).  This is a beautiful copy of a scarce book. $4500.00

OUTHWAITE’S FAIRYLAND
417. (OUTHWAITE,IDA RENTOUL)illus.  FAIRYLAND with verses by Annie R. 
Rentoul and stories by Grenbry Outhwaite and Annie Rentoul. NY: Stokes 1929.  
Folio, red gilt cloth, pictorial paste-on, [166] p., slightest bit of soil on corner 
of cover else fine!  FIRST AMERICAN EDITION.  Three fairy stories and 23 
fairy poems, featuring pictorial endpapers, 19 magnificent, large color plates, 
32 large and incredibly detailed black and white plates, plus drawings in-text.  
One of the scarcest and most sought after children’s books and certainly one of 
the most beautiful.  This is a particularly bright copy.  (See Muir’s Bibliography 
p.644).          $3750.00

#413
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418. [OUTHWAITE] 
RENTOUL,IDA S.)illus.	 	 THE 
LADY OF THE BLUE BEADS 
her book: being an account of 
her first blue moon spent on 
sun island by Annie R. Rentoul.  
Melbourne et al: George 
Robertson [1908].  4to, cloth 
near fine.  1st ed. of Outhwaite’s 
4th book  and “her first major 
story book” (Muir/Holden p.40).  
This is a charming fairy-doll book 
with kangaroos, natives, fairies 
and “a distinctly Australian 
fairy story” (Muir: History 
p.71).  Illustrated by Outhwaite 
in b&w with 13 full page and 
several partial page b&w’s.  
Extremely scarce.  See Muir Bib. 
p. 736. $1500.00

UNUSED NISTER 
PAINTING BOOK

419. PAINTING BOOK.	 	 COMIC 
ANIMALS PAINTING BOOK.  
London: Nister ca 1900.  Obl. 
8vo, stiff pictorial wraps, VG.  
Illustrated in brown line and with 
2 full page chromolithographed 
pages of charming humanized 
animals by W. Foster in the style 
of Wain.  The brown illustrations 
are designed to be colored by the 
child.  Painting books see also 
464-4. $175.00

RARE HUMPTY DUMPTY PANORAMA WITH TEXT IN 4 LANGUAGES!
420. PANORAMA.		THE PICTORIAL HUMPTY DUMPTY sketched and etched 
by ALQUIS (pseudonym of Samuel Edward Maberly).  London: Tilt & Bogue 1843.  
Narrow 4to measuring 9 1/4 x 3 1/2” when closed and opening to more than 5 feet 
horizontally.  Crease on front cover and neat reinforcement at folds, overall VG.  The 
famous Humpty Dumpty poem is in English on the cover.  Inside the front cover the 
text is printed in HEBREW, LATIN, GREEK, AND GERMAN!  This is followed by 7 
fabulous hand-colored etched plates showing Humpty’s fall from grace with English 
text.  See Opie/Alderson p.36-.  A fantastic item.  Quite scarce. $3500.00

SEASIDE PANORAMA COMPLETE WITH 48 PAPER DOLL FIGURES
421. PANORAMA.  FUN AT THE SEASIDE SCENIC PANORAMA BOOK.  Lond: 
Tuck no date, ca 1955.  Large 4to, 12 x 10 1/2” opening to 4 times that size, Fine and 
COMPLETE WITH 48 PAPER DOLL FIGURES!  Each of the panels is beautifully 
illustrated with chromolithographs by DINAH. There are numbered slats into 
which the reader inserts the corresponding figure to complete the seaside 
scene and most are interchangeable.  Typical 50’s style illustration and nice.  
 $450.00

AMERICAN COLOR PRINTING PRANG PANORAMA
422. PANORAMA.	 	 IN THE FOREST.  Boston: L. Prang 1863.  2 .5 x 4.25”, 
pictorial wraps, VG+. Printed on one side and folded accordion style, each of the 
12  pages has a charming chromolithograph with text below.  The story in verse 
relates the fantasy trip of a little girl who goes to a forest where the fox and 
the weevil dance and the frog plays the drums.  One in a series of 4 panoramas 
published by Prang and very scarce.  See McClinton/Prang p.49. $400.00

WONDERFUL PANORAMA OF TITLES
423. PANORAMA.	 	 DONOHUE PUBLISHER’S SALESMAN’S SAMPLE 
PANORAMA.  This is a wonderful panorama of titles published by Donohue in 
Chicago circa 1910.  When closed, it is 6 1/2 wide x 7 3/4”.  It opens to 5 1/2 
feet.  Illustrated on one side, repaired at folds with some shelf wear, overall VG.  
The illustrations are bold and vibrant and includes:  Teddy Bears in Pirate Land 
with Peter Pan, Five Little Pixies by Jean Archer illus. J. Irvine, House That Jack 
Built illus. by the Pilgrims, Puss In Boots illus. by Louis Wain, Ten Little Jappy 
Chaps illus. by John Hassall, Ten Little Nigger Boys illus. by the Pilgrims, Foxy 
Grandpa shows the boys Up To Date Sports illus. by Bunny, Foxy Grandpa Rides 
the Goat illus. by Bunny, Foxy Grandpa’s Fancy Shooting illus. by Bunny.  Several 
of these titles are book versions of Stump books.  Rare. $850.00

#421
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GREAT DEAN PANORAMA
424. PANORAMA.		PANORAMA OF WILD ANIMALS.  London: Dean, no date, circa 
1880.  Oblong 4to (10 3/8 x 7 1/2”), pictorial boards folded accordion style.  Slight 
wear at folds else VG+.  There are 10 panels of vivid chromolithographed scenes 
showing wild animals in their surroundings.  Includes Polar Bear and Ibex at the Pole, 
Tiger shooting in India, Wolves chasing an Indian, Panther attacking a wild Zebra, 
Giraffes, Black natives spearing a Hippopotamus, Buffaloes on the prairie and an 
African Lion watching a caravan of Bedouins on camels in the desert. $500.00

PANORAMAS SEE ALSO 35, 59, 220, 444, 467

ROCKING ANIMALS
425. PAPER TOY.	 	 DOMESTIC 
ANIMAL ROCKERS.  no publication 
information, circa 1890.  Housed in 
the original pictorial box (8 1/4 x 6 
1/2”) are 4 large chromolithographed 
animal figures.  The box flaps 
are repaired but VG, all animals 
are fine.  The figures each have 
rounded bases and are hinged with 
a paper stand on the back that 
makes it possible for each animal to 
stand up and rock back and forth.  
Similar to Tuck rocking figures.  
Included are Cow, Turkey, Collie and 
a Bull.  $400.00

FATHER TUCK’S EDUCATIONAL 
MECHANICAL ANIMALS

426. PAPER TOY.	 	 MECHANICAL 
ANIMALS:  Series 3 Wild Animals.  
no place: Tuck ca 1905.  Housed in 
the original pictorial box (10 1/2 
x 7”) are 6 (plus one extra) large 
chromolithographed animal figures. 
The box lacks one flap and is rubbed 
but VG, all animals are fine.  They 
are hinged with paper joints capable of being placed in hundreds of different 
positions and are double sided such that the body spreads apart and each animal 
can be made to actually stand up. On the back of each animal is an educational 
paragraph about its characteristics and its name in Latin.  Included are Bear, 
Monkey, Rhinoceros, Lion, Tiger and Zebra plus there is an additional animal  - a 
Collie dog from a different series.  See Whitton: Tuck p. 118. $400.00

GLORIOUS POLAR BEARS
427. PARKER,B. AND N.	 	ARCTIC ORPHANS.  London & Edinburgh.: W. & R. 
Chambers, no date, circa 
1920.  Oblong folio (12 1/4 x 
9 1/2”), pictorial boards, light 
edge and spine rubbing else 
near Fine.  The adventures 
of three young polar bears 
that lose their parents, 
told in verse by B. Parker.  
Illustrated by N. Parker 
with 13 incredible full page 
full color illustrations plus 
illustrations in text, pictorial 
endpapers and striking color 
covers.  One of the rarest 
of the Parkers’ fine picture 
books and a beautiful 
copy.    $1500.00

BEARS -  INSCRIBED BY THE PARKERS!
428. PARKER,B. AND N.	 	THE BROWNS:A BOOK OF BEARS by B. Parker.  
London: W & R Chambers, no date (inscribed 1906).  Oblong folio (12 3/4 x 
9”), [56]p., slightest of edge wear else Fine.  The adventures of a family of 
adorable brown bears is presented in rhyme.  Printed in brown and featuring 
12  marvelous full page illustrations plus line illustrations on every page of text.  
THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED BY THE PARKERS!: “To Dearest Aunt Lulu, with 
much love from its “DOERS” BESSIE AND NANCY November 1906”.  Little is 
known about the mysterious Parkers and now it is known that “B” Parker is Bessie!  
This is a scarce title and the only inscribed title we’ve ever seen.   $2000.00

FINE COPY 
IN DUST WRAPPER

429. PARKER,B. AND N.  
LARDER LODGE.  London & 
Edinburgh: W. & R. Chambers, 
no date, circa 1910.  Oblong 
folio (12 3/4 x 9”), pictorial 
boards, slightest of edge 
wear else FINE IN DUST 
WRAPPER (dw lacks flaps 
and some pieces off edge).  
Another in the Parker’s 
imaginative picture books, 
this involves a family of 
3 humanized foxes that 
decide to open a boarding 
house by the sea.  They’re 
soon joined by all varieties 
of humanized animals 
and naturally have many 
adventures.  Illustrated 
with 14 fine full page color 
illustrations to accompany 
clever text done entirely in 
verse.  Very scarce, in dust 
wrapper. $1450.00

PARLEY: PETER PARLEY TO PENROD 43, 172, 560

PARODY – 38, 132, 227, 305

RARE DELUXE EDITION IN PUBLISHER’S VELLUM
430. (PARRISH,MAXFIELD)illus.  THE ARABIAN NIGHTS edited by Kate 
Douglas Wiggin and Nora Smith.  London: Werner Laurie, no date, circa 1909.  
4to (7 1/2 x 9 1/2”), original publisher’s limp vellum binding stamped in gold, top 
edge gilt, lacks ties and some natural soil on vellum else VG+.  First English edition 
of this title in the Scribner Classic series.  This has 12 fine mounted color plates 
by Parrish with lettered guards plus pictorial title page and endpapers.  Rare in 
this deluxe edition.   (SEE ILLUS TOP NEXT PAGE) $1250.00
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LIMITED TO ONLY 125 SIGNED COPIES BOUND IN VELLUM
431. (PAUL,EVELYN)illus.  AUCASSIN AND NICOLETE done from the Old 
French by Michael West.  London: Harrap no date ca 1910.  4to (7 1/2 x 9 3/4”), 
gilt decorative vellum, top edge gilt, (123)p., near Fine.  LIMITED TO ONLY 
125 NUMBERED COPIES SIGNED BY PAUL.  This lavishly produced volume is in 
the style of Pogany’s Ancient Mariner, with calligraphic text, musical notation, 
tipped-in color plates Art Nouveau style, plus detailed illustrations throughout 
the text in medieval style.  Rare in this format and a beauty.   $1200.00

PEAT WATERCOLOR FOR HANSEL AND GRETEL
 & PETER RABBIT

432. (PEAT,FERN BISEL)illus.  ORIGINAL ART.  The following 4 items are 
highly finished preliminary 
watercolors used in her 
versions of HANSEL AND 
GRETEL AND PETER 
RABBIT published in 1931 
by Harter.  Unsigned but 
guaranteed original. All 
are on artists board 10 ¾” 
high by 7 ¾” wide, in fine 
condition.  Although Peat 
was a prolific illustrator, 
her original art rarely 
comes on the market.

432a.  HANSEL AND 
GRETEL (GRETEL 
SLEEPING). This piece was 
used on the cover of Hansel 
and Gretel. Slight mark at 
top margin else Fine.  The 
watercolor depicts Gretel 
asleep in the forest with 
Hansel awake at her side.  
Sold together with a later 
edition copy of the book (i.e. 
The American Crayon Co., 
1943).        $850.00

432b.  HANSEL AND GRETEL 

(GRETEL CRYING). This piece 

was used on page [5] of Hansel 

and Gretel.  It is captioned: 

“Don’t cry, Gretel, we will find 

our way home”. It depicts 

Gretel seated by a tree and 

weeping while Hansel tries to 

console her. Sold together 

with a later edition of the 

book. $850.00

432c.  PETER RABBIT (IN 

BED). This appears on page 

15 of Peter Rabbit.  PETER 

RABBIT is tucked up in bed 

under a colorful quilted bed 

cover. $975.00

432d.  PETER RABBIT 

(SQUEEZING UNDER THE 

GATE). It appears on page 

5 of the book and depicts 

Peter Rabbit squeezing 

under a gate and is captioned 

“Peter squeezed under the 

gate”. $1000.00

RARE PEAT SHAPE BOOK
433. (PEAT,FERN BISEL)illus.		
POLKA-DOT CAT by Frank 
Leet.  Akron: Saalfield 1930.  
Oblong 4to (13 x 9 1/2”), diecut 
in the shape of a toy gingham 
cat on wheels.  Wheels replaced, 
some light edge rubbing else 
clean and VG+.  The front and 
back covers illustrate the front 
and back of a toy cat sitting on 
a wheeled base.  To read, the 
cover lifts up from the bottom.  
Illustrated in two colors 
inside by Peat and featuring 
with great full color covers.  
Rare. $300.00
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4 BOOKS WITH 4 PUZZLES IN BOX 
INCLUDING SAMBO

434. (PEAT, FERN BISEL)illus.		THE TALE OF 
PETER RABBIT AND LITTLE BLACK SAMBO, 
HANSEL AND GRETEL, AND CINDERELLA; 
FOUR BOOKS AND FOUR PUZZLES IN 
BOX.  Sandusky: American Crayon Co. (1943, 
Harter: 1931). Offered here are four folio 
sized books, pictorial wraps in Fine condition 
plus four complete color jigsaw puzzles, all in 
the original box (with flaps repaired).  Each 
is a stunning edition of the story, boldly and 
brightly illustrated in color by FERN BISEL 
PEAT with 7 full page color illus. (incl. covers) 
and b&w’s.  The Sambo is an American Black 
version of this tale and Peter Rabbit credits 
Potter as the author with text retold by Edna 
Aldredge and Jessie McKee.  Quite a special 
item, scarce in complete condition with the 
box.  $1000.00

UNUSUAL PERE CASTOR STAINED 
GLASS NOVELTY BOOK

435. PERE CASTOR.	 	 ILLUMINATED 
PICTURES by Kate Wolff.  NY: Artists 
and Writers Guild 1935.  Sq. 4to, stiff 
pictorial wraps, light foxing else Fine.  
Each leaf features an illustration in blue 
silhouette line with designs in typical 
angular 30’s style.  In a pocket at the 
front of the book are many pieces of 
colored paper.  The reader is directed 
to cut out the white areas in each 
illustration, paste the colored paper over 
these holes, and then hold the completed 
picture up to the light giving a stained 
glass effect.  Completely unused and very 
scarce.  $350.00

436. (PERKINS,LUCY FITCH)illus.  A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM. NY: Stokes 
(1907).  4to, cloth, color plate on cover, Fine in frayed dust wrapper.  1st ed. thus with 
12 stunning Art Nouveau style color plates by Perkins (including cover) plus pictorial 
endpapers and line illustrations in text.  An uncommon Perkins title.  $350.00

RARE 1796 MOTHER GOOSE
437. PERRAULT,CHARLES.	 	 TALES OF PASSED TIMES By Mother 
Goose.  With Morals written in French by M. Perrault, and Englishe By R. 
S. Gent.  To which is added a new one, viz. The Discreet Princess.  Seventh 
Edition, corrected, and adorned with fine cuts.  London: T. Boosey. 1796.  
227 [228]pp.  Recent mock 18th century gilt sheep binding with red label.  
12mo.  Small ink stain to rear fore-edge with slight loss to blank margin; 
some foxing; else a very good copy of an important edition of Perrault.
	
This is a bilingual edition of Perrault with the title-page in French and English, 
and with the text in both languages as well.  Illustrated by Alexander Anderson 
with 9 engraved plates, one of his earliest productions.  The text for this 
version is the Robert Samber translation first published in 1729.  This edition 
was published the year before in New York by James Rivington (Pomeroy: 48). 
The secondary title pages for “L’Adroite Princesse” and “The Discreet Princess” 
retain the dates of 1795 and 1764 from Rivington’s editions.  See Welch 985.2 
(1st issue).  From Witches to Wonder-Land (New York Public Library, 1986 p. 
104) and Read Me a Story, Show Me a Book... (Beinecke, Yale, 1991 p.80. - that 
copy with no illustrations, as issued?)   Rare.      $9850.00      

LARGE PAPER COPY - 
ANDREW LANG

438. PERRAULT,CHARLES.		
PERRAULT’S POPULAR 
TALES edited by Andrew 
Lang.  Oxford: Clarendon 
Press 1888.  Small 4to, vellum 
backed cloth, 153p., near fine.  
1st ed., large paper copy.  The 
introduction by Lang has a 
biography of Perrault which is 
followed by an analysis of each 
fairy tale.  The second part of 
the book reprints the 1697 
Paris edition of Perrault.  Illus. 
with 2 engraved frontispieces 
(one for each part).  Very 
scarce. $750.00

PERRAULT SEE ALSO 157, 241-2, 246, 397

PHOTOS OF PETS DRESSED AS HUMANS
439. PHOTO 
ILLUSTRATED.  CIRCUS 
DAY AT CATNIP CENTER	
by Harry Frees. Chic.: 
Manning 1932.  4to (6 3/4 
x 10”), stiff pictorial card 
covers, light cover soil and 
fading, VG+.  The circus 
life of humanized cats and 
dogs is portrayed through 
a profusion of photos of 
real-life animals dressed 
as humans and posed in a 
variety of circumstances 
(also with 2-color pictorial 
borders).   Frees notes that 
his animal subjects were 
treated with the utmost 
respect.  A scarce Frees 
title.  $250.00

PHOTO ILLUSTRATED SEE ALSO 139, 380

#436

#436
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HUMANIZED OBJECTS
440. PICTURE BOOK.		
BEDTIME BOOK OF 
SANDMAN RHYMES by 
Will Bonte.  Boston: Caldwell 
(1904).  Square 4to, (9 x 
10”), cloth backed pictorial 
boards. Edges lightly 
rubbed, VG+.  Each page of 
clever text in verse faces 
a humorous full page color 
illustration featuring all kinds 
of humanized objects.  Text 
pages are all decorated with 
humanized flowers.  Done 
in typical turn of the 19th 
century style and a great 
American picture book.  Very 
scarce. $475.00

IN THE STYLE OF BOUTET DE MONVEL - WITH MUSIC
441. PICTURE BOOK.  WHEN LITTLE BOYS SING by John and Rue Carpenter. 
Chicago: Mc Clurg (Oct. 29th 1904).  Oblong folio (14 x 10 3/4”), patterned cloth, 
spine slightly soiled else VG-Fine.  1st edition, printed on coated paper.  Original 
poems for little boys accompanied by musical notation and featuring wonderful 
color illustrations much in the style of Boutet de Monvel.  “Just think of little 
heathen boys/ With all the clothes and all the toys/ That Sunday scholars give!/ 
They dwell on islands far away/ And never do one thing but play/ A pleasant way 
to live!” A charming turn of the century children’s book.  $400.00

GREAT PIRATE PICTURE BOOK
442. PIRATES.		BOOK OF PIRATES by E. Mikovaro.  Racine: Whitman (1932).  
Large 4to (9 3/4 x 10 3/4”), cloth backed pictorial boards, 95p., nearly As New 
in fine pictorial dust wrapper.  The stories of Blackbeard, Long John Silver, Rock 
Brasiliano the Bloddy, Lolonois the Cruel, Morgan the Terrible and others are 
included. Illustrated with 16 full page and 1 one double-page color plates by G. R. 
Taylor in vivid colors in the style of the Brandywine artists.  This is a remarkable 
copy of a great book of pirates.  Pirates see also 578. $225.00

UNCOMMON EDITION IN SPECTACULAR PUBLISHER’S BINDING
443. POE,EDGAR ALLAN.		
THE RAVEN.  NY: E.P. 
Dutton 1884 (1883).  8vo 
(7 x 9 1/2”), stiff pictorial 
card covers with string tie 
and silk tasseled edges, all 
edges gilt, Fine.  Printed 
on high quality paper.  
Illustrated by American 
artist W.[illiam] L.[add] 
Taylor under the supervision 
of George T. Andrew with 5 
full page and 12 partial page 
engravings.  The binding 
is simply spectacular, 
done with 2 richly colored 
chromolithographs bordered 
with silk tassels.  Despite 
the fact that this is arguably 
the best known 19th century 
American poem, there are 
very few separate editions 
of it.  This one is a beauty, 
undoubtedly rare in this 
condition. $1500.00

SCARCE POGANY
 ROBINSON CRUSOE PANORAMA

444. (POGANY,WILLY)illus.		ROBINSON 
CRUSOE [by Daniel Defoe].  Lond.: 
Harrap ca 1920.  12mo, pictorial boards, 
edges and covers rubbed some, VG+.  A 
wonderful PANORAMA book opening 
accordion fashion with one side offering 
the text in prose and the other fully 
illustrated in color by Pogany on each panel.  
Scarce.  $450.00 

1720 CHILDREN’S BIBLE
445. POLISH INTEREST.		
BIBLIYNA HISTORYA. 
Wyjeta z Waznieyszych 
i Wiekszych Dziel Pana 
Schmidsa.  We Dwoch 
Czesciach ... przez Xiedza 
Pawla Arleth.  Nakladem 
Wilhema Bogumila Korna 
roku 1720.  12mo, leather 
backed marbled boards, 
188p. , some contemporary 
binding work with endpapers 
replaced, VG.  The Old and 
New Testaments, illustrated 
with 31 wood engravings.   

$1200.00

446. POLITI,LEO.  THE MISSION BELL.  NY: Scribner 1953 A.  Oblong 4to, cloth, fine 
in near fine dust wrapper.  1st edition.  Illustrated in color.  THIS COPY IS INSCRIBED 
BY POLITI TO HIS COUSIN, DATED CHRISTMAS 1953.  Nice copy. $600.00

GREAT POP-UP GARAGE

447. POP-UP.		(BANCROFT) GARAGE.  Lond: 

Bancroft nd ca 1960.  4to, spiral backed 

boards, Fine.  Featuring 4 great pop-up scenes 

that can be made into an actual garage using 

paper clips to keep the book open so that 

all 4 pop-ups are stable at the same time.  

Much period detail and illustrated in full 

color. $200.00

BEAUTIFUL COPY OF A SCARCE POP-UP
448. POP-UP.		(BLUE RIBBON / PLEASURE BOOKS) TIM TYLER IN THE JUNGLE	
by Lyman Young.  Chic: Pleasure Book (1935).  Sq. 4to, pictorial boards, clean and 
FINE!  Featuring 3 wonderful color pop-up pages and illus. in b&w on every page.  See 
Whitten: Paper Toys of the World who calls these pop-ups “spectacular” (p. 74, illus. 
p.75).  One of the scarcer books in this series and an excellent copy.  $525.00

(SEE ILLUS DIRECTLY TO THE RIGHT  ---->>>>)


